
Care Instruc�ons
SilverMed Deluxe Ma�ress

Here are our �ps to get the very best from your Wenatex SilverMed® Deluxe Ma�ress.

Use of a Fi�ed Sheet
It is recommended that you do not sleep directly on the ma�ress cover. A fi�ed sheet should be used (we
highly recommend the Formesse® Bella Donna sheets). You should also change and launder sheets weekly.

Use with Appropriate Bed Base
Ideally the ma�ress is designed for use on a Wenaflex® Base as this base has complementary zones to
enhance the ergonomic and orthopaedic performance of the ma�ress. But the ma�ress will also work
effec�vely on a suitably designed base which provides appropriate support.

The base should have a degree of flexibility. Slats should be a minimum of 40mm wide and 15mm thick, with
gaps of no more than 60mm, and made from a flexible material. An unsuitable sla�ed or ensemble base could
possibly cause abnormal indenta�ons in the ma�ress.

Tip: No ma�er the base, good air circula�on around the ma�ress will assist with bed hygiene.

Rotate
Your ma�ress is designed symmetrically and will benefit from rota�on. To prolong the efficacy and allow for
more effec�ve ven�la�on of your ma�ress, flip over and reverse end-to-end at least twice per year.

Ensure the herbal inlay is always placed flat on the bo�om, between the bo�om of the ma�ress core and the
ma�ress cover.

Washing the Cover
The SilverMed® Deluxe Cover may be washed at up to 60° Celsius using a natural fibre washing detergent
(without op�cal brightener or harsh chemicals) on a gentle cycle in a large washing machine.
• Use a commercial washing machine if your machine is not large enough to allow free movement for

your ma�ress cover size.
• Wash one-half of the cover at a �me (i.e. the side you have been sleeping on).
• Whilst the ma�ress cover is absorbent enough to prevent perspira�on from reaching the core, it is not

waterproof and won’t protect the core from excessive liquid to seep through. Should this happen,
simply remove the cover and launder as per instruc�ons.

A thin stocking serves to protect the SilverMed® Deluxe Core from the industrial zipper and when the cover is
being washed. The stocking should not be washed. Although damage to the stocking will not impact the
effec�veness of the ma�ress.
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Drying the Cover
To maintain the SilverMed® cover shape, simply line dry in the shade a�er washing.
The cover is not suitable for tumble drying and should not be vacuumed.

Extra Notes

Avoiding Mildew Stains - To prevent mould and mildew, your Wenatex ma�ress needs sufficient
ven�la�on and a dry environment.

Colour - Exposure to light may cause discoloura�on over �me and does not affect the performance of
the ma�ress in any way.

Rolling/Bending - The ma�ress should not remain in a rolled or bent state for more than six months
from delivery.

Handles - Looped handles have been designed to assist movement of the ma�ress whilst on the bed
base. Please do not use the handles to carry the ma�ress as it may result in tearing.
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